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Towards a Practical PUblic-key CryptosystGm
by
Loren M

Abstract,

One of the central requirements for traditional cryptographic communication, the secure
transmission of a key between communicants, has recently been shown unnecessary.

The

•

resulting cryptosystems in which Keys are transmitted via public communication channels are
called public-boy cryptosysterns. This paper briefly describes the methods that have been
presented for achieving public-Key communication but is mainly concerned wilh the method
recently published by Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman {RSA),
The trap door permutation which underlies the RSA algorithm is presented and its
computability and difficulty to invert discussed. The method itself is derived together with
parameter construction techniques to Insure security. The problems of signatures and Key
representation are discussed.
F

The concept of ctrtifitatet

is presented lo reduce the active role of a public authority

administering the public keys. A specification is given for a possible implementation of the
method in a large communication system. Evaluation of the method indicates that it is presently
of practical interest, although specialized hardware is probably necessary to achieve high speed
transmission rates. Convincing evidence for the security of the system exists although further
research is in order to increase confidence in the method.

Thesis Advisor: Len Adleman, Assistant Professor.
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Introduction. This thesis PB concerned with the problem of actually achieving a practical
\
communication system using public-Key cryptography* The public-key paradigm seems suiled
h

•

for communications applications requiring security, Tho differences between traditional and
public-key techniques are often quite subtlej Into paper endeavors to shed some light on this
issue. Also a summary and comparison of published public-koy cryptographic methods seemed
lacking rn the literature and is presented herein.
An attempt is made to present the RSA method in sufficient detail so as to allow its
successful implementation. Where the original paper is conceptually complete, this paper
presents a "cookbook" approach, while at the same timo clearly explaining tho motivation behind
tho various peculiar details of the method. The ideas on signature reblocktng, key
representation, and message alteration are the author's.

, .

The concept of certificates was developed by the author as an aid in simplifying the
communication problems encountered when implementing the method, The suggested RSA
implementation is intended to give an example of the many details to be considered fn system
design. The proposed implementation is a viable one and as confidence in the method grows,, a
system such as the one described could be put into use.
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I, Overview of Piiblic-key Cryptoayetams*
A. Motivation far Public-key Cryplasyatoms.

Traditional methods. Information has long been regarded as a valuable resource, and 11 s
dissemination sometimes must be controlled. When people communicate over any indirect
medium (by courier, telephone, etc.) Ihey may wish 1o send messages which can only be
understood by (he authorized Individuals, The goal of any cryptosystem is to provide such a
secure method for communication.
Cryptosys terns are based on general algorithms which are applied to particular randomly
chosen parameters known as keys. The so-called traditional methods are those whose security
is jeopardized by the knowledge of Ihe keys in use by anyone olher than the authorized
communicants. Public-key methods remain secure even when an enemy learns the key. Of
course there must be some necessarily secret information in a public-key cryptosystem but it
must be known by only one communicant.
Any traditionally encrypted communication must be prefaced by the secure transmission of a
key. The key must be sent from one communicant to the other without the enemy either
knowing the key or sending spurious keys via the same channel. Then to send a message, onecommunicant uses the key and a commonly known atgorithm to encrypt the message.

The

encrypted message 1$ then transmitted over an insecure channel. Should the enemy learn the
contents of this transmission it woutd be meaningless without also knowing the key. When the
authorized communicant receives the transmission, using the key and the inverse algorithm to
that used by the sender, the original message is easily recovered.
Weaknesses of traditional methodo. The very quality that distinguishes traditional from
public-key methods, the need to maintain keys secretly, (s a major weak point of traditional
systems. When secure communication over insecure channels must take place, the task of safely
transmitting a key is not an easy one. Keys are sent through the necessarily high-security
j

channels when reasons of time or economy prohibit sending the messages by these channels.

